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I begin this sermon with a verse from the Book of Proverbs
that is both engaging and a bit unusual. Proverbs 24:26
tells us, “An honest answer is like a kiss on the lips.”
What is the relationship between an honest answer and a
kiss on the lips. Our sages offer both insight and explanation...
First they say, Just as a kiss on the lips is relatively rare,
so too it is relatively rare to hear completely true and
honest answer.
2. Just as the kiss on the lips means more than the kiss on the cheek, even
so an honest answer is a mark of true sincerity and personal integrity.
3. Just as a kiss on the lips can be and should be deeply satisfying to the
heart, even so an honest answer is satisfying to the soul.
This verse not only underscores the wisdom of Scripture, but also speaks to
the social and political atmosphere in which we find ourselves right
now...today. An honest answer is as rare, as sincere, and as satisfying as a
kiss on the lips.
If you check the dictionary, you will find that Webster links the word integrity to the word “wholeness.” Integrity itself has the idea of that which is
whole-hearted, that which is completely honest, complete and true. As I
read this I could not help think of the definition of Shalom...which, as you
have heard me say on prior occasions really means, "wholeness" or
"completeness." An individual, a group of people, a government or a society
that lacks integrity can never know and enjoy the power of Shalom...of the
blessing of wholeness and peace.
Not surprisingly, the TaNaCh references integrity in a number of passages.
In Psalm 78:72 we read, “And David shepherded them with integrity of
heart; and with skillful hands he led them.” The Psalmist is describing the
quality of David's leadership suggesting that David, who had his own
issues...performed his duties as monarch with integrity.
I Kings 9:4-5 God says to Solomon: “If you walk before me with integrity of
heart and uprightness, as did your father David, I will establish your throne
over Israel forever.” God values integrity! If Solomon displays integrity in
his leadership, as did David, God will do for Solomon what he did for David
and establish him on his throne forever.
I Chronicles 29:17 David says, “I know, my God, that you test the heart and
are pleased with integrity.” That tells us two things. First, that God does
indeed search the human heart. This concept we know from many places in
Rabbinic literature...but the second part to this tells us specifically that God
searches the human heart for the quality of integrity.
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Proverbs 10:9 says, “The man of integrity walks securely, you set an appointment, you are making a promise. When
but he who takes crooked paths will be found out.” The man you say you will be there, you are making a promise.
of integrity has security in his life, whereas the man of
crooked paths is going to be uncovered.
3. Integrity means that you confront problems even when it
would be easier to walk away.
Proverbs 11:3 says, “The integrity of the upright guides A person of integrity doesn’t walk away from a problem.
them, but the unfaithful are destroyed by their duplicity.” When a problem arises and a challenge needs to be conNotice the comparison between the man of integrity and the fronted, the person of integrity addresses the challenge
unfaithful who are destroyed by duplicity. What is integrity? even when it would be easier and more convenient to just
It is wholeness of purpose, honesty, a whole-hearted, truth- walk away.
ful, non-deceptive approach to life. The person of integrity
stands in stark contrast to those folk who erect facades, The great General Norman Schwartzkopf gave this response
who seek status without substance, who say one thing and when asked what was his secret of leadership. “I never walk
then do another.
past a problem. I never see something going wrong and
forget about it. I always stop and confront it right there.”
Integrity is a combination of three things: honesty, depend- Integrity means that you see a problem and you deal with it
ability, and purity of motive.
when it comes up.
Torah teaches us that there are four components, four
marks, if you will, that identify a person of integrity. First, a When I was a rabbinic student, Rabbi Gunther Plaut came to
person of integrity tells the truth even when it hurts.
speak to our class. He said to us “I learned years ago when
I was just starting out in the rabbinate that my tendency
Proverbs 22:1 says, “Shem tov m'shemen tov. A good was walk away from problems rather than confronting
name is more desirable than fine oil." The first mark of them. I had to fight this tendency. I discovered through
integrity is truthfulness.
hard experience that the first price you pay is always the
Integrity means that you are an honest witness, that what cheapest. I learned that the challenges and problems we
you say is the truth and your words are substantive and confront don't go away...they don't dissolve into thin air
true.
even when you try to ignore them." Ignoring a problem is
not resolution! Problems never get better when you ignore
2. Integrity means keeping a promise when you would them. Integrity does not ignore the problems of life.
rather not.
Psalm 15:1 says, “Who may dwell in your sanctuary? Who 4. Integrity means forgiving even when you’d rather hold a
may live on your holy mountain? Those whose walk is grudge. Not an easy trait to cultivate. The person of integriblameless and who does what is righteous.” Then the ty forgives because bitterness destroys, it corrodes like
Psalmist lists what it means to be righteous. Psalm 15:4 acid, while forgiveness sets you free.
says, “One who keeps an oath even when it hurts.” The
person of integrity keeps his promise even when he would The person who demonstrates these traits, the person of
rather not...even when it hurts.
integrity, acts as a role model and exemplar for the rest of
us. May we all behave in a manner that communicates
When you sign a contract, you are making a promise. When integrity, honesty and wholeness.
you use a credit card, you are making a promise. When you
sign up to do something, you are making a promise. When

President’s Message
I want to begin with another Thank You
to Carole Brown and Essie Keyser for
heading up a great pot luck dinner and
Friday Night Service last month. We had
a wonderful crowd and beautiful and
delicious dishes prepared and served by
attendees. Their flourishes and decorations added to a truly lovely evening.
Thank you both.
Like you, I am so looking forward to
Spring. Even with the snows, we are seeing the beginnings
of spring flowers and plantings. I am anxious to see the
Temple’s plantings as they come up and know how they
have survived their first winter, and which will need to be
replaced or supported, and even enjoy the first season of
those things planted last fall. Although it is hard to see
the expanse of it in the winter, we have planted about 144

trees on site. Most were required as water and land retention by the county and state. As they mature over the
years, our beautiful site will be made even more beautiful.
I remember Jan Kirsch telling me during construction that
a good landscape would be the difference between “This is
my synagogue” and “I just love this place”. We went for
the “I just love this place”.
As I write this, we have completed two of the four Barry
and Susan Koh Lecture Series Concerts. The idea to offer
concerts which touched on sacred music came from Susan
Silver. Both concerts were wonderful, the musicians’
presentations amazing, and as expected, filled our space
with the beauty of music. All four concerts will center
around our beautiful and very special piano, dedicated by
Susan and Michael Silver as their gift to the building. The
acoustics in the building are wonderful and the audiences
were most appreciative. I would love to have an annual
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concert series going forward. If you would like to support this effort, I would love to have the chance to excite you about
the possibilities.
Passover begins on April19th. It is a time of stories, family, special once a year foods and the making of memories for our
generations going forward. For many, it is their favorite part of the Jewish year. The family of Joyce Fienberg, who was
killed in the Pittsburgh synagogue shootings, has suggested that in her memory we each add two strangers or non-Jews
to our seder table this year to decrease the feeling of otherness that some may have about the Jewish community. It
seems to be a gentle and lovely way to remember.
Our Congregational Seder will be on April 23. Please plan to join us at this first Seder in our new home. The Rabbi leads
a great seder with good food, good people, families and children. You can register by calling Nancy in the Temple Office.
Please note the date of the Annual Meeting has been changed to May 5th. It will be followed immediately by our Third
Annual Membership Appreciation Event.
Enjoy spring!
Arna

From the Executive Director
Last month we were host to many members of our community through the Susan and Barry
Koh February Lecture Series. The Series was well-received by members of the community, as
well as Temple B’nai Israel members, and there are some murmurings of bringing more music
into our space in the future.
Last month was also deemed “Jewish Disability Awareness, Acceptance, and Inclusion Month”
by the Union of Reform Judaism. Your Temple has created a warm and welcoming American
Disabilities Act-compliant building in the following ways:
1. Accessible automatic door openers for the entry to the building.
2. A ramp to provide access for all to the Bimah.
3. Audio enhancement ear pieces for events located in the Sanctuary and halls.
4. Large print prayer books.
5. A unisex, wheelchair accessible, bathroom.
And while these building attributes are commendable, frankly, we missed a few things that we are now looking
to correct. Over the next month you will see the following improvements to Temple:
1. Proper signage will be attached to the location of our large-print prayer books and audio enhancement ear
pieces.
2. We will place a cup dispenser at a low level next to our drinking fountains, so everyone can get a drink independently.
We welcome further recommendations from Members. Please call me at the Temple office at 410-822-0553 If
you have further suggestions or would like to make an appointment to meet with me regarding any other issue.
L’Shalom,
Lori Ramsey

Welcome To Our New Members
We warmly welcome the newest members to our Temple family:
Marianne & Robert Styles
Stewart & Nadine Sachs
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Recent Events
Many thanks to Carole Brown
and Essie Keyser for hosting a
wonderful February Shabbat
Pot Luck dinner!!

Interfaith Families Workshop presented by
Dr. Marion Usher based on her book, Two
Faiths: Stories of Love and Religion

Susan & Barry Koh Lecture/Concert Series

Jason McKinney, accompanied by Rabbi Hyman. Visit the Temple Facebook page
to view video clips.

Pianist Rachel Franklin and Guest Artist Jonathan Brown on the Electric Bass
Photos by Alan Mickelson
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Wednesday, March, 6, 7:30 p.m. Koh Lecture Series Makeup Concert: Richard & Leroy Potter and
the Union Baptist Church Choir.



Thursday, March 7, 5:00 p.m. Lecture by Ambassador Stuart Eizenstat through a partnership with the
Aspen Institute. Please RSVP to Nancy in the Temple office.



Wednesday, March 20, 6:30 p.m. (Erev Purim). Purim Megillah reading with the Max
Murray Trio.



Saturday, April 13, 7:00 p.m. Talbot Interfaith Shelter Lip Sync Battle
Waterfowl Building, 40 S. Harrison St., Easton. An entertaining fund-raising event
benefitting the Shelter. Ten local groups are performing. Click on this image to view a
video featuring TBI’s own Lesley Israel.
For more information, visit http://www.talbotinterfaithshelter.org/LipSyncBattle.html



Tuesday, April 23. Congregational Passover Seder



Sunday, May 5. Annual Meeting followed by Third Annual Membership Appreciation Event



Saturday, June 1

Join with friends and family for Cabaret Night
Jazz and Klezmer by the fabulous Seth Kibel Music
Jewish Deli catered by Rosenfelds of Ocean City
Sweets and Surprises, too!
Think about making a table with friends and relatives …
Reservation info coming soon …”Come to the Cabaret”
Co-chairs: Cheryl Kramer and Loretta Quigley
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Purim
Short Version
In the Book of Esther, we read that Purim is a time for "feasting and merrymaking," as well as for "sending
gifts to one another and presents to the poor" (Esther 9:22). In addition to reading the Megillah, celebrants
dress in costumes, have festive parties, perform "Purim-spiels," silly theatrical adaptations of the story of the
Megillah, send baskets of food (mishloach manot) to friends, and give gifts to the poor (matanot l'evyonim).
Hamantaschen (Yiddish for Haman's pockets) are three-cornered pastries filled with poppy
seeds (mohn in Yiddish), fruit preserves, chocolate, or other ingredients that are traditionally
eaten on Purim. In Israel during the weeks leading up to Purim, the aroma of freshly baked
hamantaschen can be smelled on every block. Their triangular shape is thought to be reminiscent of Haman's hat or ears.

History (the Whole Megillah)
The story of Purim is found in the Book of Esther, one of the books in the
Ketuvim (Writings) section of the Bible. It is set in the land of Persia (current
day Iran) at the time when Ahashverosh was king. King Ahashverosh held a
banquet in the capital city of Shushan and ordered his queen, Vashti, to come
and dance before his guests. She refused to appear and lost her royal position.
Acting on advice from his counselors, Ahashverosh held a pageant to choose a
new queen. Mordechai, a Jewish man living in Shushan, encouraged his cousin,
Esther, to enter the competition. Esther won but, following the advice of her
cousin, did not reveal her Jewish origin to the king.
Mordechai often sat near the gate of the king's palace. One day he overheard two men, Bigthan and Teresh,
plotting to kill the king. Mordechai reported what he had heard to Esther. She then reported the information to
the king. The matter was investigated and found to be true, and Bigthan and Teresh came to an unfortunate
end. Mordechai's deed was recorded in the king’s diary.
Meanwhile, the king's evil adviser, Haman, paraded through the streets, demanding that all bow down to him.
Because Jews do not bow to anyone but God, Mordechai refused to bow down to Haman. Upon learning that
Mordechai was Jewish, Haman decided to kill all the Jews in the Persian empire. He plotted to kill them—
convincing King Ahashverosh to go along with the plan—and cast purim ("lots," plural of pur), a kind of
lottery, to determine the day on which he would carry out his evil deed: the 13th of Adar.
However, Mordechai alerted Esther to Haman's evil plot, and Esther, in turn, revealed her Jewish identity to
the King, convincing him to save the Jews and foiling Haman's plot. Haman was hanged, Mordechai received
his estates and the position of royal vizier, and the Jews of Persia celebrated their narrow escape on the 14th
of Adar, the day after they were supposed to be annihilated.
Thus, the fate Haman had planned for the Jews became his own. The holiday of Purim celebrates the bravery
of Esther and Mordechai and the deliverance of the Jewish people from the cruelty of oppression.
Although Purim is observed in most places on the 14th of Adar, in Jerusalem, it is celebrated on the 15th.
M’gillat Esther explains, “on the thirteenth day of the twelfth month—that is the month of Adar—when the
king’s command and decree were to be executed, the very day on which the enemies of the Jews intended to
have rule over them, the opposite happened, and the Jews prevailed over their adversaries.” The Jews fought
and won on the 13th of Adar and celebrated the following day. However, M’gillat Esther continues by explaining that the Jews did not defeat their enemies until the 14th of Adar in the walled city of Shushan. Therefore,
cities that were enclosed during the time of Joshua do not celebrate until the 15th of Adar, which has been
appropriately named Shushan Purim. Because of the significance of Jerusalem, Purim is celebrated on
Shushan Purim.
Source: Union for Reform Judaism
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SpaceX Rocket Launches First Private Moon Lander for Israel
On Feb. 21 a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket successfully launched an Israeli moon
lander from Cape Canaveral. Although the primary payload for this mission
was an Indonesian communications satellite, a tiny moon lander hitched a
ride as a secondary payload. It became not only the first Israeli spacecraft to
venture beyond Earth's orbit, but also the first-ever privately funded moon
mission.
The lander, named Beresheet ("in the beginning", the first word in Genesis)
was built by the Israeli nonprofit organization SpaceIL, which began working on this mission in 2011 as a
contestant for the Google Lunar X Prize. That international competition offered $30 million to whichever
privately funded team could land a robotic spacecraft on the moon. When none of the teams were able to
reach that goal before the deadline, the competition ended without a winner, but that didn't stop SpaceIL
from pursuing its goal.
Beresheet will spend seven weeks making its way to the moon, swinging by Earth a few times and using our
planet's gravity to build the momentum it needs to get to its destination. When Beresheet executes a soft
landing scheduled on April 11, Israel will become the fourth nation to achieve such a landing on the moon,
following the United States, Russia and China.
The spacecraft will survive for only about two days before running out of power. During that time, it will study
the moon's magnetic fields and take photos of the lunar surface. Once Beresheet's two days are up, the dead
spacecraft won't be entirely useless. Mounted on the spacecraft is a laser retroreflector, a mirroring device
that requires no power and can be used for space-to-ground communications via NASA's Deep Space Network
(DSN). NASA contributed the device to this mission as part of an agreement with SpaceIL that would allow the
startup company to utilize the DSN for its moon mission.
Beresheet also includes a time capsule packed with an enormous digital
database containing millions of documents from all around the world,
dictionaries, encyclopedias, and the text of the entire Hebrew Bible, on
three laser-etched coins each about the size of a nickel. Yonatan
Winetraub, a co-founder of SpaceIL, says "It's going to be the most densely
packed artifact to reach the moon from an information point of view, and
it's going to stay there for future generations to see what is it like on Earth
here in 2019."

Why Are There Two Adars?
You may have noticed that this year (5779) has two Adars. An ordinary year has only one month of Adar. In
a leap year there are two: Adar Rishon (Adar I) and Adar Sheni (Adar II).
The Jewish "leap year", which occurs seven times in a 19-year cycle (specifically, in years 3, 6, 8, 11, 14, 17,
and 19), has 13 months instead of the regular year's 12. This is so that the lunar-based Jewish year should
remain aligned with the solar seasons (12 lunar months make up a total of 354 days — slightly more than 11
days short of the 365.25 day solar cycle). Without leap years the 11 days would mount up, so that Pesach,
for example, would move from one season to another, whereas the Torah requires (Ex. 13:4, 23:15, 34:18;
Deut. 16:1) that it be a spring (aviv) festival The additional month re-connects the two types of years.
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Jews and the Oscars
Eitan Kensky and Ezra Glinter, forward.com
It’s no secret that Jews and Jewish-themed movies have heavily influenced American filmmaking.
In addition to celebrated directors, actors and screenwriters, there are plenty of artists in less recognized
roles who have picked up their own Oscar statuettes. This list is only a fraction of the many Oscars that
have been awarded to Jews.

Actress in a Supporting Role
Shelley Winters, “The Diary of Anne Frank” (1959); “A
Patch of Blue” (1965)
Actor in a Supporting Role
Alan Arkin, “Little Miss Sunshine” (2006)

Documentary Feature
Jon Blair, “Anne Frank Remembered” (1995)
Documentary Short
Lauro Venturi, “Chagall” (1963)

Film Editing
Original Screenplay
Peter Zinner, “The Deer Hunter” (1978)
Billy Wilder and I.A.L. Diamond, “The Apartment” (1960)
Foreign Language Film
Adapted Screenplay
Moshe Mizrahi, “Madame Rosa” (1977)
Howard Koch, Julius Epstein and Philip Epstein,
“Casablanca” (1942)
Original Song
Marvin Hamlisch (music), Alan and Marilyn Bergman
Visual Effects
(lyrics), “The Way We Were” (1973)
Stanley Kubrick, “2001: A Space Odyssey” (1968)
Original Score
Animated Short Film
Burt Bacharach, “Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Friz Freleng, “The Pink Phink” (1964)
Kid,” (1969)
Art Direction
Ken Adam, “Barry Lyndon” (1975); “The Madness of
King George” (1994)

Sound Editing,
Nathan Levinson, “Yankee Doodle Dandy” (1942)

Actress in a Leading Role
Cinematography
Elizabeth Taylor, “BUtterfield 8” (1960); “Who’s Afraid of
Joseph Ruttenberg, “The Great Waltz” (1938); “Mrs.
Virginia Woolf?” (1966)
Miniver” (1942); “Somebody Up There Likes Me” (1956);
“Gigi” (1958)
Actor in a Leading Role
Dustin Hoffman, “Kramer vs. Kramer” (1979); “Rain
Costume Design
Man” (1988)
Edith Head, “The Heiress” (1949); “Samson and
Delilah” (1949); “All About Eve” (1950); “A Place in the Director
Sun” (1951); “Roman Holiday” (1953);
Woody Allen, “Annie Hall” (1977)
“Sabrina” (1954); “The Facts of Life” (1960); “The
Sting” (1973)
Best Picture
David O. Selznick, “Gone With the Wind” (1939)

The 2019 Jewish Oscar winner is Mark Ronson, co-writer of the song “Shallow,” from “A Star is Born.”

You’ll see that Edith Head (born Edith Claire Posener) won 8 Academy Awards for
Costume Design. No actors/actresses have won more than five, and only three
others have won more than her (Walt Disney-22, Art Director Cedric Gibbons-11,
and Composer Alfred Newman-9)
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Onegs and Kiddushes
All Temple members are encouraged to sponsor an Oneg or Kiddush Luncheon. Our membership is growing
and this is the perfect opportunity for all to participate and contribute to Temple services. This is also a
great way to celebrate a special occasion in your life such as a birthday or anniversary.
Sharing the responsibility makes hosting easier and more enjoyable. We encourage those of you that have
hosted in the past to invite new members to host with you. Participation enhances a sense of belonging.
To sign up or if you have any questions, call Nancy in the Temple office (410-822-0553)

Thanks to Our Oneg and Kiddush Hosts
We would like to thank all the members who have contributed to the Temple by volunteering to host Onegs and
Kiddush luncheons. Your generosity brings the community closer together and is much appreciated. We encourage
all members to consider hosting as there are plenty of available dates.
February Hosts
Saturday, February 2________Lesley Israel
Friday,

February 8________Essie Keyser, Carole Brown (pot luck)

Saturday, February 16_______Rabbi Hyman
Friday,

February 22_______Ann Smith

If you have a simcha, a photo you'd like to share, or an article you’d like to submit, please send
it to the Temple office or email srsand@atlanticbb.net.
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March 2019
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1
12:00-1:00 pm
The Ladies That
Lunch, Miles River
Yacht Club

2
Shabbat/Birthday
Service, Cantor
Nancy Ginsberg
joins the Rabbi
on the Bimah
10:00-11:00 am

3
Religious School
9:30 a.m.

4

5
5:30-7:00 p.m.
Confirmation
Class

6
Torah Class
12:00-1:00 p.m.

7

8
Shabbat Service
6:00-7:00 p.m.

9

10
NO Religious
School
Spring Break

11
Communications
Meeting
2:00 p.m.

12
Advancement
Meeting
4:00-5:00 p.m.

13
Torah Class
12:00-1:00 p.m.

14

15

16
Shabbat Service
10:00-11:00 am

20
Torah Class
12:00-1:00 p.m.

21

22
Shabbat Service
6:00-7:00 p.m.

23

28

29

30
Shabbat Service
10:00-11:00 am

Executive
Meeting
5:00-6:00 p.m.
17
Religious School
Purim Party
9:30 a.m.

18

19
5:30-7:00 p.m.
Confirmation
Class

6:00-8:00 p.m.
Erev Purim
Megillah Reading
Max Murray Trio

Board Meeting
10:00-12:00

24
Religious School
9:30 a.m.

25

26

27
Torah Class
12:00-1:00 p.m.

31
Religious School
9:30 a.m.
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